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Abstract
When a pipeline comes under threat from criminal intent on stealing product by hot-tapping, a rapid
and precise response is required to prevent the crime before damage can be done that results in
spillage and costly clean-up.
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS), uses fibre optic cables which are already in place alongside
most pipelines for communications, effectively converting the fibre in to thousands of sensors which
detect vibrations from people walking or vehicles moving where they shouldn’t, digging, tunnelling
and other activities involved in the hot-tapping process. The technology has been proven through
deployments on thousands of kilometres of pipelines all over the world.
DAS technology can detect a threat and raise an alarm within seconds, but it still takes time for
a security team to drive to site and intervene, especially where distances are long, or terrain is
challenging.
The rapid advancement of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) or Drone technology introduces the new
possibility of automatically launching a UAV which can fly along the pipeline to specific coordinates
provided by DAS of where the threat is present. With the right strategy in place, the UAV will be
able to reach any location along the pipeline in the required target response time and provide clear
footage from visual and thermal cameras. It will also be possible for the UAV to make its presence
known to the criminals with strong LED lights for night time operations and audio, so they know
they have been detected and are deterred from continuing, thereby preventing a tap attempt that
goes wrong and results in a spillage and costly clean-up.
The UAV also protects the law enforcement officers by giving them situational awareness, allowing
them to assess the criminal’s weapons capabilities, who might threaten their personal safety, before
going to site in person.
This paper and presentation will describe how the technology can be deployed as one integrated
solution.
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1. Introduction
Distributed Acoustic Sensing (DAS) systems can be used to monitor pipelines hundreds of kilometres
long, automatically recognising threats, usually within a matter of seconds and pinpointing the
location of concern to within a few meters. The challenge for a pipeline operator is how to respond
to a threat with the rapidity required to either catch criminals in the act or warn them off before they
can do damage to the pipeline.
A typical hot-tapping attempt on a buried pipeline will start with the arrival of people on foot or by
vehicle. They will then excavate soil, usually by hand, but sometimes by mechanical digging to reach
down to the pipeline (Figure 1). Once the pipeline is exposed, a mechanical fitting can be attached,
and the pipeline cut (Figure 2). The intention is then to bleed off product through a small secondary
pipe a rate low enough not to be noticeable by leak detection systems on the pipeline.
Figure 1 (Left): Digging detected and stopped on a pipeline in India.
Figure 2 (Right): Hot-tap connected to a fuel pipeline in India.

The movement of vehicles or people walking around near the pipeline, the activities of digging in the
ground by hand or machine, and fitting the hot-tap all generate noise and vibration in the ground. If
a fibre optic cable is buried in the ground near the pipeline, a DAS system should be able to monitor
and detect those events that are of concern and raise an alarm. The algorithms should also be smart
enough to ignore those activities that are of no concern, thus reducing false alarms.

2. Response Time and Personnel Safety
DAS technology can alert a pipeline operator of a threat within a few seconds. The challenge for
security personnel is how to respond. By their nature, pipelines cover long distances, often in
sparsely populated and inhospitable terrain. They might pass through forest, desert, or icy tundra
which are difficult for humans to travel across, so response by road or foot may take a few hours in
some cases. Response by air will often be the fastest and most direct route to location. However,
helicopters or planes are expensive to operate.
An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or Drone provides a good way to launch a fast response, fly
a direct route from base to the threat location, capture visual and potentially thermal images of
activity and let the criminals know that they have been detected.
Another concern for security teams is the threat to their physical safety. Criminals caught in the act
might be expected to fight back, potentially with gunfire, and hence it would be preferably to assess
the threat and perhaps make initial contact remotely, given it would be preferable to lose a UAV to
gunfire rather than a human life.
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An assessment needs to be made to consider what response time is required for any given location
along the pipeline. Once criminals know they have been detected and are being observed, they will
give up and leave the site. There is no point to continue the operation to hot-tap the pipeline, as they
will know the tap would be immediately removed and no product could be extracted.
If criminals only manage to dig a hole in the ground above the pipeline but are deterred before they
reach the pipeline and start to cut it then this is a success. The hole can simply be filled in. The danger
occurs once cutting of the pipeline commences. One European pipeline operator Fotech spoke to
has experienced two incidents in recent years where hot-tapping attempts have been aborted after
cutting the pipeline, either because the criminals have been frightened off or it has simply gone
wrong and hence significant amounts of petroleum product have leaked from the pipeline over the
following hours or days, causing environmental impact and costing millions of Euros to clean-up.
The required response time is an estimate based upon the following factors:
•
•
•

Depth of burial of the pipeline – It takes longer to dig down to a deeper pipeline.
Soil type – Some soils or sand can be excavated quickly; others take much longer.
Location conditions – Perhaps dictating whether the excavation will have to be made by hand or
if a machine could be bought to location.

The response time determines what UAV technology will be required, how many UAVs will be
required, and where they will need to be placed. Key factors to consider in this calculation are:
•
•
•
•
•

Launch time.
Flying speed.
Flight time / Range.
Physical constraints on launch pad locations.
Airspace restrictions.

In a typical project the maximum allowable response time might be calculated to be 45 minutes and
hence with a UAV capable of launching in 1 or 2 minutes and flying at 20m/s (72km/hr), it could cover
approximately 50km in the allowable time. This would dictate that one UAV could cover 100km of
pipeline and hence for a long pipeline, the UAV stations should be located at 100km intervals.
If a faster response time is required, then UAV launch sites will need to be closer together.

3. Distributed Acoustic Sensing, DAS
DAS works by effectively converting a fibre optic cable running alongside a pipeline into tens of
thousands of individual highly-sensitive vibrational sensors. A DAS interrogator uses a laser to send
thousands of pulses of light every second into the optical fibre deployed on or near the pipeline. A
small amount of the light returns to the interrogator through the process of Rayleigh backscatter.
Acoustic disturbance of the fibre causes disturbances in the backscatter of light. These perturbations
are continuously monitored by the interrogator, and by analysing the characteristics of the changes in
the backscatter, the DAS system can identify, locate and categorise the disturbance on the pipeline.
Powerful software tools interpret these disturbances – alerting operators to whether the threat might
involve heavy machinery or large groups of people. This gives security operatives in the field much
better information to make a decision on how they will respond. By providing information to such an
incredible degree of accuracy, DAS enables operators to make quick, well-informed decisions and
prevent criminal activity at the earliest stage.
Critically, DAS provides this level of insight and visibility across the entire length of the pipeline, and
in real-time - something that is not possible with other technology systems available to operators.
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Fotech’s Helios® DAS systems are rack based, integrating a power supply, network connections,
user interfaces and the Panoptes alarm server to make LivePIPE® (Figure 3).
Each length of monitored fibre cable can be up to 50km long, so a two-channel system can monitor
up to 100km of pipeline from one location. Multiple LivePIPE systems can be networked together to
monitor the entire pipeline, which could be several hundreds of kilometres long.
Figure 3 (Left): LivePIPE module.
Figure 4 (Right): Two digging alarms, with locations highlighted on a map (Panoptes Alarm
software, part of LivePIPE).

3.1. Real world results from DAS
Fotech LivePIPE systems installed in India and South America, where hot-tapping is commonplace
have shown how effective DAS can be in protecting critical pipeline infrastructure against criminal
thefts. On one 72km long pipeline in India, during a six-month period, twenty-six separate hottapping incidents were detected.
The majority of these tapping attempts were prevented before the potential thieves could reach
the pipeline, as digging in the proximity of the pipeline was detected and an alarm was raised,
providing timely, actionable information for the operators to direct their security responses to
maximum effect.
This particular operator employs several line-walkers and as the pipeline is relatively short a
response could be made in short enough time to deny the criminals the chance to fit a tap on the
pipeline.
In one particularly sophisticated attempt to steal product, a tunnel was dug from a building about
20m from a buried pipeline.
Two monitoring technologies were combined, Fotech’s LivePIPE technology identifying tunnellers
digging and then operating the valve of their bleed-off pipeline, and a Mass-Balance system
detecting loss of product. The information from both collectively confirming criminal activity.
The LivePIPE system identified and located sporadic and often quiet activity associated with
tunnelling over several nights. The Mass Balance sensing technology subsequently recognised a
loss of product and located the area of loss to a region of 500m. However only by cross-refencing
this with the LivePIPE data were operators able to reduce the search area to a region of 10m – The
same 10m stretch in which LivePIPE had previously identified digging activity.
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4. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or Drones
The technology in this sector is developing at a fast pace. Once the domain of the military, there
is now a wide range of technology available to industry and the hobbyist, and costs have fallen to
make the technology viable for many applications.
Developments have occurred and continue to occur in several sectors which have enabled the
rapid rise in capability of the UAV and it is now ready for deployment along pipelines.

4.1. Developments
4.1.1. Fuel
Mobile device technology has driven vast improvements in battery capacity. We also have small,
lightweight electric motors and petrol engines, or even a hydrogen fuel cell which converts hydrogen
fuel into electricity. Hybrid UAVs now exist which can combine a petrol engine for long range flight
with electrical systems for vertical take-off and landing or emergency landing in case of primary
engine failure. Hydrogen fuel cells can generate more electricity during flight to replenish a battery
that would otherwise run out in a few minutes. Moreover, the experience gained from manned
aviation allows commercial UAV manufacturers to propose systems compliant with EASA safety
regulation, propelled by turbines, ensuring an easy maintenance and smooth operation, using heavy
Fuel JP5 (F-44), JP8 (F-34), and also Jet A-1 fuel. These inherited improvements are also taken into
consideration in the design of the fuel tank, adapted to withstand the most critical missions.

4.1.2. Materials
Advancements in materials, 3D printing and design have enabled the creation of light airframes and
components, reducing fuel consumption and allowing longer flight time. This has an impact on the
after sales and maintenances procedures, where level 1 & 2 maintenance operations can be carried
out by the end users, including 3D printing and mounting of spare parts, reducing the maintenance
time and allowing them to operate even in remote areas.

4.1.3. Payload
We have increasingly powerful cameras installed in our mobile phones and see improvements in the
software that stabilises the videos captured by sports action cameras. These developments mean
that UAVs can carry cameras that provide high-resolution images and video from a lightweight
device carried below the airframe. The advancements in machine learning, computer vision and
onboard image processing enable the UAV to detect autonomously any graphic element of deviation
from a given situation, like the presence of people or vehicles. This ability can be extended to a wide
range of other payloads and sensors, like OGI (Optical Gaz Inspection) cameras, thermal and infrared
sensors, magnetometers, radars etc. also in scenarios where the UAV plays a proactive dissuasion
& inspection role.
The response to detections provides a real time situation awareness and live video stream, triggers
an email or SMS alert if justified, and allows wider reporting and analytics about a particular element
of interest occurring on the infrastructure itself or at a certain distance from it.
High power LED lights, carried by the UAV, can be used to light up the location and it’s even possible
to carry a microphone and loudspeaker from which a security officer can communicate both ways
with criminals and make it clear they have been discovered, inform them they are being filmed and
warn them off or hear their response if they claim to have a good reason to be there.
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4.1.4. Communications
There are two aspects to communication with a UAV. First is the ability to maintain control of the
UAV and fly it safely to its destination. Second is the provision of an additional video and data
feed from the payload (thermal camera or other sensor), so that a threat can be assessed. These
communications have improved dramatically in recent times to the extent that it is now possible for
a UAV to fly on autopilot and be monitored by an operator in a control room on the other side of the
world. Also, the autopilot will be able as standard feature to mitigate any loss of communications and
respond to it with the appropriate safety procedure. Moreover, UAV manufacturers are most often
flexible and familiar with a wide range of communication & data links, hardware manufacturers,
to easily integrate in the ecosystem of the end user, and even combine different protocols to allow
maximum redundancy when needed for critical missions (e.g. radio frequency & LTE, satellite &
radiofrequency etc.)

4.1.5. Regulations
The rapid rise of this technology has been met with varying responses from different nations. The UK
for example, recently suffered high profile problems with UAVs apparently sighted close to Gatwick
Airport. They are of obvious concern to air traffic controllers. However, the overall sentiment is that
this technology is gaining acceptance and the regulators are working to enable the deployment
of this technology. Major players such as Amazon wish to drive the market for parcel delivery and
emergency responders recognise the capability of a UAV to provide an overhead view of a location,
and faster response time. The key step is having the ability to fly the UAV beyond the visual line of
sight, thus allowing long-range and automated flight, without compromises on the safety.
The technology in the UAVs can also help, as for example even some of the moderately priced
hobbyist UAVs have sensors that allow obstacle avoidance and can fly back home by themselves if
communication fails, or in the more professional systems, advanced inertial sensors for navigation
of the aircraft, allow it to eventually withstand electromagnetic interferences.

4.2. Integration with DAS technology
The LivePIPE® DAS system notifies the UAV flight management system where the threat has been
detected by providing GPS coordinates in a message. The flight management system automatically
determines the flight path, taking into consideration the topology and obstacles to reach the
target, the endurance of the battery and eventually the actual weather conditions.
The lid of the storage box in which the UAV is kept on standby automatically opens to let the UAV
out. The UAV takes off by itself and flies to the designated coordinates.
The flight is monitored from an operations room either at the pipeline operator security centre,
or at the UAV service provider. The flight of the UAV is monitored and the operator (pilot) notifies
Air-Traffic control of the flight path. They will also be able to take over the control of the UAV when
it gets to the threat location, or in the unlikely event of a failure of the flight management system.
At the end of the mission the UAV will return to its base and land. All flight hours of the UAV are
automatically logged in, and update the integrated maintenance software, to always have a real
time status of the UAV, in the different types of flight conditions (salty air, dust & sand, rain etc.)
to plan maintenance accordingly and extend the lifetime of the system.
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4.3. UAV Specifications for Pipelines
For most pipeline projects, but also in general, the best choice of UAV will be a system that can
withstand the harshest weather conditions, offer the most flexibility in flight (ability to hover on the
spot), keeping a fast speed of operation and a Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL) capability for
ease of deployment. With this in mind a helicopter design is the best fit and can offer this type of
performance, as it has already been widely adopted in other contexts for critical missions, like the
maritime environment for example. Compared to a VTOL fixed wing, which is more vulnerable to
wind gusts in take-off and landing phases due to its wingspan, the helicopter performs better in
higher wind conditions, as it can always orient is tail accordingly, and keep its trajectory and flight
steady. Also, VTOL systems are less agile in hovering flight mode, and usually operate optimally
only above a certain altitude. The higher number of engines and type of propulsion of VTOL fixed
wings, make the maintenance process more complex, compared to a JET-A fuel propelled turbine,
like the FLYING CAM Discovery system (Figures 5 & 6).
Figure 5: FLYING CAM Discovery: Advanced ultra-long-range security & surveillance
unmanned aircraft system.

Figure 6: FLYING CAM Discovery: Advanced ultra-long-range security & surveillance
unmanned aircraft system.

The FLYING CAM Discovery advanced ultra-long-range security & surveillance unmanned aircraft
system integrates a wide variety of ISR payloads, like the Wescam MX-8 EO/IR dual sensor gimbal
system, ideally suited for security and surveillance applications, day or night. Featuring smart
object and scene tracking, thermal imaging, video recording, GPS guided gimbal control, range
finder, target GPS location and more.
Smaller or larger FLYING CAM UAVs configuration with shorter or longer range and lighter or
heavier payload capabilities are also available, meaning that the right UAV can be selected for any
given project for a manageable budget.
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The latest UAVs can provide the following autonomous flight modes:

4.3.1. Auto Take-off and Landing
Allowing for fully autonomous VTOL take-off and landing. This mode can be activated remotely
and does not require any pilot intervention. The Landing mode is supported by a laser guided
system or sonar beamers, for an accurate and precise landing, even in difficult conditions.

4.3.2. Payload Triggering
Auto trigger payload once or multiple times using Geo Reference (Coordinates), Time or Distance
Intervals, so the video or sensor is active at the right time. An override for manual triggering is
also available.

4.3.3. Guided Mode
Point and click autonomous mission flight mode. Aircraft will fly to and loiter (circle) at the selected
location and altitude. This could be coordinates provided by the DAS system.

4.3.4. Loiter
Circle around the point to which the UAV has been directed by the DAS system, or manually
holding altitude for efficient flight.

4.3.5. Return to Launch (RTL)
Aircraft will return to the home (take-off) position in Cruise mode until it is within the RTL radius,
after which it will transition to Landing mode and land.

4.3.6. Object Tracking
Initially the UAV will fly to coordinates provided by the DAS system, but if upon arrival, people or
vehicles are identified with the visual, or thermal camera, technology now exists so that the UAV
can keep a lock on a object and alter it’s flight path to continue to track the objects if it starts to
move. This could allow later identification of criminals if security teams arrive on site later on.

4.3.7. Adaptive Speed Tracking
The UAV will adapt its speed to the one of the tracked object, and keep a steady, dynamic and
parallel trajectory, at the desired height.

4.3.8. Auto-Mission
This flight mode is indicated for autonomous pre-planned mission, and have the possibility to be
3-dimensional, also to perform inspection of complex structures.
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4.4.

Standby, Launch and Service

An industrial UAV requires service after each flight. A battery will be used to allow the UAV to
remain on standby for a long period of time and of course the JET-A fuel or other similar source of
energy would not be depleted until consumed in flight.
To withstand the weather or the effects of UV from the sun, the UAV should be kept in a storage
box, but this will be designed to open automatically from a remote command, so the UAV can
take-off vertically.
UAV launch sites will be only a little larger than the dimensions of the UAV itself, so the roof of a
pump station or control room will be ideal, but also a mobile vehicle with an adapted container
could be used. DAS can even be used to set up a perimeter around the UAV, so that if somebody
tries to approach the UAV itself, it could be commanded to take off and keep out of reach.

5. Leak Detection
In recent years, DAS technology has also proven itself as a technology that is very sensitive and
quick to detect leaks from pipelines. Where RTTM, or Mass Balance systems might require a few
hours to detect a leak, DAS can reduce this to one or two minutes. This is valuable time that gives
opportunity to respond quickly and reduce the size and therefore impact of the leak.
It may not be desirable to shut down a pipeline immediately, based only on an alarm from the
DAS system, in case it is a false alarm, so a UAV could be dispatched to view the area and provide
video of the ground conditions, looking for signs of the leak. In the future, it may also be possible
for a UAV to carry out some form of spill kit, such as an absorbent, which could help contain the
extent of the spill.
A UAV could also be used to support a response team after they arrive on location. For example,
if the team is trying to urgently stop a flowing leak and needs a part, or tool from base, it could be
rapidly dispatched, carried as a payload by the UAV.

6. Economics
The cost of installing a DAS and UAV monitoring and response system is a fraction of what it
typically costs an operator to clean up a spillage and hence the expenditure is justified by the
prevention of spills caused by failed hot-taps or allowing the earliest possible response to a leak
caused by other means, such as geotechnical activity, or corrosion.
The cost to maintain a LivePIPE® DAS system is low. There are costs involved in operating and
maintaining the UAV system, but savings will be made elsewhere by using security assets more
wisely, for example there will be fewer needless car journeys to site.
UAV flight is low-cost and so the operator may also wish to establish a program of missions,
additional to those prompted by a DAS alarm, to carry out further surveillance or inspection of the
pipeline route and infrastructure, or simply to act as a deterrent to prevent criminal activity in the
first place.
The safety of security personnel is also an important consideration. By making fewer journeys,
personnel would face less risk of road accidents and would be less likely to face criminals who
might do them harm. Even if a criminal did need to be confronted, the UAV would provide evidence
of how many people are present and what weaponry they might possess, so the security team
could be adequately prepared and could approach with the right level of caution.
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7. Conclusion
All the technology now exists to build an integrated detection and response system to prevent
illegal hot-tapping of pipelines and respond quickly to leaks, thus preventing environmental
disasters and saving huge amounts of money required for clean-up, or stopping reputational
damage.
Distributed Acoustic Sensing technology can use a fibre optic sensing cable to recognise the
vibrations and acoustic signatures generated by activities that represent a threat to the pipeline
and can raise an alarm. The integrated UAV system can take the information in an alarm, program
it directly into the flight management application and dispatch a UAV carrying cameras and other
payloads to respond in the shortest possible time and warn-off criminals.
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